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It was summer vacation, but you'd never know by looking at me. It was another Saturday night and I was home alone watching TV. In case it isn't obvious to you yet I'm not exactly the most popular kid at school. I'm 14 and I'll be entering 9th grade in about a month, so I'll be back in the same school as my older sister Katie. She's 17 now so she'll be starting her senior year. Aside from that I can tell by the number friends that she brings home that she's more popular than I could ever hope to be.

Oh, but I'm getting carried away. Now where was I? Oh right. I'm sitting on the couch in the living room watching whatever stand up comedian they've got playing on Comedy Central right now and thinking about how lame it is that the highlight of my week is when the clock hits midnight and CC runs a few uncensored stand up specials. I'm sure I'd be doing something more interesting if Aaron, my only real friend, were around, but he's off on vacation right now. And so are my parents or I'd never be watching this out in the open in the living room.

Anyhow, I'm laughing my ass off at whatever's on the TV when I hear a car pull into the driveway. I glance at the clock and it says 12:36. That's about right for one of Katie's dates, although I'm a little surprised she bothered coming home at all since mom and dad aren't here to enforce any rules. Katie comes in and I can tell right away from how straight she isn't walking that she, and probably whoever it was she went out with tonight, had been drinking. She slowly makes her way into the kitchen and mumbles out an unintelligible greeting to me before she drops her purse off on the counter separating the kitchen from the living room and starts walking across the living room towards the hall way. I have no doubt that the bathroom is her destination because if there's one thing I  know about Katie it's how active her bladder is when she drinks.

Now say what you want about me, but I'm a continually horny teen like I'm sure you were at some point in your own life, so when my admittedly very attractive sister winds her way through the living room I turn to watch her perfectly formed ass in her so tight there should be a law against it miniskirt. As I'm admiring her sexy little bubble butt something on the inside of her thigh catches my eye, but I can't quite make out what it is. Luckily for me Katie chooses right then to remap her route through the living room and she backs herself towards me a few feet, leading with her soft, yet muscular ass. As she does so what I'm seeing becomes much clearer... Katie's got a huge dollop of cum running down her thigh!

I was already getting fairly hot and bothered just watching my sister's ass wend its way through the living room in front of me, but the realization that Katie has been so freshly fucked that the evidenve of the encounter is still dripping out of her makes my penis harden instantly. And when that happens I instinctive grab the throw pillow next to me and try to hide my shame, not that there was any need to do that. The only person around who might catch on to the state of my groin was so far gone that she was having trouble even making it down the hallway to the bathroom.

I had stopped paying attention to the TV entirely to enjoy my sister's show of flesh and fluids, so I can't really tell you how long she spent in front of me making her way to the hall. Because of the intense focus my mind was forcing on me it felt like about ten minutes, but I'm sure it was no more than 30 seconds. As soon as those 30 or so seconds were up my overstimulated mind told me I needed to confirm my suspicion. And the method of confirmation came to me just as quickly as the need to know. I practically jumped off of the couch and made a bee line for the kitchen counter. As soon as I was within reach of it I pulled Katie's little purse open and sitting right there on top of the rest of its contents were Katies panties. They were a small green and white striped pair of bikini cut panties and the crotch of them felt damp to the touch. I began rolling them over in my hands looking for any evidence of intercourse, but there was not a drop of jizz on them anywhere.

Once again my mind clicked faster that I could reasonably think and I realized what that meant was that all the moisture in the little panties in my hand right now came directly from Katie's teenage pussy. Without even considering my actions I pressed the damp crotch of her panties to my nose and inhaled deeply. Oh My GOD where had this heavenly scent been all my life? Katie's aroma was like nothing I had ever experienced and I had to have more. I took a few more deep breaths through my nose and then brought the crotch of her panties down to my mouth. I darted my tongue out and tasted my own sister's sweet dischage. I knew from that instant that I had to taste Katie's pussy directly somehow. I didn't have any time to think about it though because right then I heard the toilet down the hall flush.

I shoved katie's panties back into her purse, closed it up and ran around to the cabinet to grab a glass. Just as I was reaching into the fridge to grab the two liter of coke and secure my alibi my sister wandered back into the living room. She seemed more balanced now than she was earlier. Figuring I should be nice to her so she wouldn't consider why I was in the kitchen I offered her a glass of soda. Or maybe I was feeling guilty for the fact that I now knew exactly what that pussy of hers hiding under mere inches of skirt across the room smelled and tasted like. Well, whatever the motivation it didn't much matter. Katie turned down my offer telling me that she was beat and was just going to head off to bed. She grabbed her purse, we said our goodnights and then she wandered off.

I finished pouring my soda and headed back to the couch to continue watching TV. It was only 12:42 according to the clock on the DVR, so this whole encounter only lasted about six or seven minutes. Hmm... I continued to turn the events of the last few minutes over in my mind as I sat in front of the TV, paying it no attention at all. I reached for my glass of soda, but before bringing it to my lips I decided not to have any. I just let out a sigh and continued enjoying the lingering taste of my sister's pussy.

After a while I refocused my attention on the TV and just watched the rest of the 12AM special and kept right on watching into the 1AM show. The tangy flavor of Katie's pussy finally subsided just a bit into the new show, so I went ahead and started drinking my now warm soda. I polished it off rather quickly and grabbed a fresher (and colder) glass at the next commercial. I pounded that one pretty fast as well and felt the stirrings of my bladder needing release.

I got up at the following commercial and walked down the hallway where Katie had gone earlier to go to bed, her bedroom being across from the bathroom. The light was on in the bathroom, Katie must have just left it on when she used it earlier. I entered the room trying to be quiet because by now Katie was certainly asleep. I relieved myself by carefully pissing down the side of the bowl so as not to disturb my sister. When I finished up I went ahead and flushed, then felt foolish for trying to piss like a ninja and then flushing afterward. I just chuckled to myself and killed the light on the way out the door.

As soon as I turned off the bathroom light I noticed there was also light coming out from under Katie's bedroom door. I quietly crept up to her door and held my breath to give a listen. I could hear the faint sound of Katie snoring on the other side of the door. I gently tried the doorknob and it turned! I ever so slowly pushed Katie's bedroom door open and took a look inside.

There was Katie lying down on her bed. She was on top of the covers, probably because it was a warm summer night, or maybe just because she was too wasted to do anything but crash out. She was even still wearing the same clothes she had worn on her date. I brazenly walked into her room and up to the edge of her bed to give her a good look up and down because she was clearly so far out of it I had no reason to be careful. Starting at the top, her beautiful face still had some makeup on it, although it was somewhat messed up now. The lipstick on her pouty lips was uneven and smudged and her eye shadow and eye liner had run just a bit. Her blush still looked good, but that's because her cheeks are naturally pinkish, so she needs very little blush to give her the desired color. Her delicate features were framed by her shoulder length chestnut brown hair, which was also mussed up. I'm not really sure why, but I found the fact that she wasn't properly dolled up anymore intensely attractive.

Moving down, her light blue top was very low cut and you could clearly see the tan lines where her bathing suits covered her full C cup breasts as well as the lines left by their biniki straps. I could also see just a hint of the cups of a bra showing. It was obvious when looking at her shirt that it was a strapless demibra. Katie always did like wearing sexy clothes. Her top was also pulled up a bit leaving her tummy exposed. Katie had a beautifully deep round innie belly button and I took the chance to admire it before continuing to lower my gaze. Her skin tight little white stretch denim miniskirt was still on, but it also rolled up some. As I looked her lower body over, enjoying the alluring sight of her trim waist and sculpted thighs, Katie shifted in her sleep, parting her tanned thighs quite wide.

Knowing I may never get a chance like this again I dropped to my knees and shifted my view to the junction of her thighs to get my first glimpse of my sister Katie's pussy. Hell, of any pussy. And what I saw surprised me. With her thighs parted at decent angle Katie's pussy was finally in full view. Just above the hood of her clit was a very neatly trimmed triangle of pubic hair and below that her pussy lips were hanging open ever so slightly. Her pussy had a pair of very meaty inner lips, the kind you'd usually only see on the sort of older women who do "All Over 30" videos or  MILF scenes. And at the base of her vaginal opening was a large pool of cum. Damn! Her mystery date's jizz was still leaking out of her pussy! Not only was there a pool of cum collecting on the denim of her skirt, but there was also a sticky mass of it on the insides of her thick pussy lips. There was even a strand of cum connecting one lip to the other about a third of the way down.

About then I noticed something stirring down below. My cock was pressed hard against my shorts, straining at the fabric of my boxers. I was clearly as turned on now as I had ever been in my life. And I knew damn well what was turning me on. It wasn't just the fact that I was eyeing a real live pussy for the first time in my life, but that said pussy had been used hard and was still showing signs of the fucking it got about an hour ago by my best guess.

At this point my rock hard cock took over my body and I stood up. I gently leaned my weight onto Katie's bed, looking at her face for any signs that she might be stirring and saw none. I placed my hands down on her blanket on either side of her thighs and lowered myself fully onto her bed, my face inches away from her still dripping pussy. The smell of sex hit me like a sledgehammer and the scent of my sister's pussy mingled with the pungent odor of another man's cum turned me on even farther. I hooked my arms under Katie's thighs, gently grabbed her waist, carefully pulled her towards me and dove in for my first taste. I started by licking the cum off the thick lips of my sister's cunt. After a few swirling tongue lashings her lips were significantly cleaner so I pulled away a bit and swallowed what had collected in my mouth.

I still had no idea who supplied the jizz that was at that instant sliding down my throat, but what I did know is that it tasted better than my own. It wasn't as salty as mine and it was a good bit thicker. It was hardly bitter at all and tasted sort of like sweetened cream. At that point my mind wandered a bit and I started to wonder if whoever he was drank pineapple juice or did anything else to intentionally improve the flavor of his spunk. And as quickly as that thought came to me it was gone and my mind came back to the task at hand (or rather at tongue). I opened my mouth and clamped it down on the entrance to my sister's pussy. Once my lips were secure I started working my tongue into Katie's dripping box. I was purposefully probing her pussy in the hopes of freeing up some more of her date's tasty offerings.

After having cleared Katie's pussy as thoroughly as I could of her mystery man's cream I pulled my mouth off of her pussy and started pulling my face away. When I did though I saw that the puddle of jizz at the base of her pussy was still more or less undisturbed, so I swooped back in and gobbled as much of that treasure into my mouth as I could. Since I was already right there I gave Katie's anus a few good licks and enjoyed its spicy flavor as well as a small wad of cream that had settled into the wrinkles of her hole. I swallowed the last of the cum left by Katie's still unknown friend and carefully stood up. Even after the oral servicing I had just given to my sister she didn't look much more disheveled than she was when I started.

Once again I noticed how much my still iron hard cock was straining against my shorts. I pulled it out and started tugging on it, knowing full well this wasn't going to take very long. After just a few moments of abusing myself I could feel my orgasm growing in me. Just then I got a devious idea and reached over to Katie's vanity and fished her panties out of her purse. I turned her panties in my hand till I could see the cotton panel on the crotch. It was open on one end so I forced the head of my cock into the crotch of her little bikini panties. As soon as I was settled in I started pulling on my cock more fiercly than before. In a matter of about 30 seconds I filled my sister's panties with my cum.

Then it hit me. I had to clean these things! If Katie finds a crusty pair of panties in her purse she'll know something's up. Back into the bathroom I went and I spent a good five minutes scrubbing my jizz out of my older sister's panties. I even went so far as to use a few drops of detergent to make sure they came out clean and semen free. When I was happy with their condition I took them back out with me to the living room and left them in front of a fan to dry. Then I sat back down on the couch, rewound the DVR a bit and picked back up where I left off on the 1AM stand up special, vowing to myself that I'd do this again at some point. And that next time I'd get a taste of Katie's pussy without a huge load of cum inside.

-----

Thanks for reading.  If you have any comments send them to Cheerleader_Fan@mail.com Unless I am overwhelmed with email I'll respond. I prefer constructive criticism, but if you want to bitch at me feel free. I'd suggest just finding a different site to browse, though, because this is pretty tame stuff compared to a good portion of asstr.org.

Speaking of... donate if you can. They could use the money and it is nearly Xmas.

